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Based on the report:

” The effect of traffic 
management on road, 
railway and maritime 
traffic”
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Objectives of the study

� The main aim of this study was to investigate current 
knowledge on the effectiveness of traffic management, 
especially on safety but also on the fluency of traffic, the 
environment such as CO2 emissions, and energy consumption.

� This study covered road, railway and maritime traffic. Only 
traffic management practices considered relevant to Finnish 
circumstances were considered; thus only the relevant results 
are presented here. 
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Methodology

� The main research method used was literature review. 

� Additionally, two group discussions (one on railway traffic and 
one on maritime traffic) were conducted.
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Results, summary for road and rail

� The effects of some road traffic management practices are 
fairly well known, whereas few studies have been conducted on 
the effects of other traffic management practices.

� Most evaluations merely cover the safety effects of different 
systems and services.

� Not a lot of information is available on the effects of traffic 
management on safety, fluency and environment in railway 
traffic. The only exception is the management of encounters 
between railway and road traffic. The research in this field 
chiefly includes studies on the safety effects of measures 
implemented for level crossings.
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Results, 
road

Safety (injury accidents) Efficiency (travel time) Environment (CO2)

Traffic control

Static traffic signs pos. pos. pos.

Variable speed limits -6…-10% ~0% -0.2…-0.5%

Lane control -5…-10% -0.1…-0.5% -0.1…-0.3%

Ramp metering/control pos. -10…-14% neg.

Park and ride guidance ~0% -0.01…-0.05% -0.01…-0.03%

Traffic lights -15…-30% pos. pos.

Dynamic traffic light 

optimization

pos. pos. -2%

Traffic light priorities -1…-10% -1…-3%

Traffic information

Weather information

Weather warnings -1…-4% ~0% ~0%

Congestion warnings -0.1…-0.5% -0.1…-0.5% -0.1…-0.3%

Travel time information

Road side warnings of 

animals

Incident management -5…-20% -5…-15%

Demand management

Ride sharing

Car sharing pos.

Fleet management

Intelligent truck parking pos. pos. pos.
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Results, 
rail

Safety Efficiency Environment

Management of rail capacity

Planning of timetables + ++ +

Monitoring of network availability, punctuality analysis + ++ +

Management of train traffic during track works + ++ 0

Marketing of rail network and (railway) infrastructure charges 0 + +

Incident management

Operations in traffic management centre to get traffic back to the 

planned (according to timetables)

++ ++ (+)

Traffic control

Traffic control and surveillance + ++ 0

Protection of shunting and track works, securing of train routes ++ ++ +

Traffic automation ++ ++ +

Speed control ++ + 0

Improving traffic management center work environment ++ + 0

Remote diagnostics of rolling stock ++ + 0

Confluence of rail and road transport

Removing level crossings ++ ++ 0

Traffic control/warning devices in level crossings ++ + 0

Assessment of safety of level crossings ++ + 0

Traveller information

Static timetables and availability 0 ++ 0

Information on delays and train composition 0 ++ 0

Warnings of by-passing trains in the platforms + 0 0

Real-time information of trip progression and estimated time of 

arrival

0 ++ 0

Camera surveillance

Camera surveillance on the stations, marshalling yards, and 

platforms

++ ++ 0
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Main results, maritime

� Few if any quantitative results can be found on the effects of 
traffic management practices on maritime traffic. The results 
of available studies vary significantly and are mostly based on 
risk analyses conducted prior to the implementation of specific 
traffic management practices. 

� International studies cannot be directly applied to Finland 
because of differences in the operational environment and 
prevalent circumstances.
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Results, 
maritime

Safety Efficiency Environment

Management and control

Management of traffic information ++ ++ +

Traffic monitoring

VTS service ++ +

Automatic warning limits 0/+ 0 0/+

Traffic organization

Winter traffic restrictions + ++ +

Route division systems and traffic distribution areas ++ + ++

GOFREP (sign-in system) + +

Situational traffic management + 0/+ +

Driver (captain) support + + +

ECDIS-system ++ + ++

VHF- and AIS-systems ++ ++ ++

GPS with dGPS correction + + +

LRIT (in Baltic sea) 0 0 0

Information on traffic operational conditions

Traffic and conditions information

Radio Turku (safety radio) 0 0 0

Information on available piers and services 0 + +

Information on the cargo on board +

Improving transport planning 0 + +

Information on the functionality of waterways and safety equipment ++ +

Weather and ice information + + +

Improving information systems + +

Preparing for and management of incidents

Preparation (pro-active management)

Inspections by authorities ++ ++

Improving incident reporting + + +

Monitoring oil, fuel and air emissions leaks ++
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Next steps 1

� Filling of gaps in knowledge

� Road (research)

� Effects of traffic information of different types, 
incident management practices, traffic-related 
variable speed limits, car sharing, effects on mobility, 
effects and  identification of optimal tunnel control 
systems

� Road (FTA)

� Additional: effects  and development of weather 
information, effects of speed related traffic signals 
at pedestrian crossings, effects of different ITS on 
service level factors
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Next steps 2

� Filling of gaps in knowledge

� Rail (Research)

� Effects of more dynamic rail use charging, Effects of 
camera enforcement, Eco-drive

� Rail (FTA)

� Agree with above 

� Maritime (Research)

� Update of risk analyses in after situation for GOFREP 
and TSS, Effect of 2004 rules on sailing depth, Risks 
of Ship To Ship oil transfers, + many more

� Maritime (FTA)

� Effect of wind parks and the two first of the above
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Reflections

� Group discussions

� Worked well, increased commitment and discussion

� Lot of information

� Results will depend on group’s combined expertise

� Priorities for researchers may differ from priorities for deployers

� Depends on links between research and deployment

� Lack of evaluation studies in rail and especially maritime transport

� Yet evidence of > 20 groundings/collisions prevented, > 140 
conflicts and > 5,000 potential conflicts interfered with by VTS
centres annually

� Need for systematic evaluation practices

� Ex-ante – B/C is standard only in road traffic; in other modes 
ITS is deployed often due to regulation

� Ex-post – seldom done in any mode; has decreased a lot
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ITS Evaluation Studies – a look in history: case FI

� Number of ex-post 
evaluations reduced

� Also content change:

� less impact 
evaluations, 

� more acceptance, 
use and proof of 
concept/ 
performance

Number of ITS ex-post evaluation studies 
published in eight year period in Finland
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Thank-You for your attention

Questions?


